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A Rose for the Crown 2011-08-23

an unforgettable heroine a king misunderstood by history a love story that has never been told in a rose for the crown we meet
one of history s alleged villains through the eyes of a captivating new heroine the woman who was the mother of his illegitimate
children a woman who loved him for who he really was no matter what the cost to herself as kate haute moves from her peasant
roots to the luxurious palaces of england her path is inextricably intertwined with that of richard duke of gloucester later king
richard iii although they could never marry their young passion grows into a love that sustains them through war personal
tragedy and the dangerous heights of political triumph anne easter smith s impeccable research provides the backbone of an
engrossing and vibrant debut from a major new historical novelist

Royal Mistress 2013-05-07

as the mistress of king edward iv jane lambert finally brings the king true happiness but when his hedonistic tendencies get in the
way of being the strong leader england needs her life hangs in the balance original

This Son of York 2022-10

found under a car park in leicester more than 500 years after he was buried richard ill has intrigued scholars and readers alike
down the centuries after decades of research on richard and his period and with five otherbooks about the york family to her credit
anne easter smith s muse is thecomplex protagonist in this son of york with new information gleanedfrom his bones and
ignominious burial place richard is reborn as a morethree dimensional figure of history in this portrayal than in shakespeare studor
flattering play

This Son of York 2019-11-10

richard iii a man a king a legend he ruled england for only two years but the legacy of richard iii remains both fascinating and
divisive from his childhood in the intensely loyal and close knit york family to his rise as a thoughtful but troubled ruler this son of
york is a passionate and deeply personal account of the life of richard iii a man who loved his family and his country a king who
struggled to overcome the challenges not only of a turbulent time but his own human frailties a legend whose true life is only
now coming to light inspired by the discovery of richard iii s grave and its revelations award winning author anne easter smith
brings together her decades of intense research five celebrated novels on the wars of the roses and her sustained passion for richard
iii in this culminating book on the last plantagenet king

Queen By Right 2011-05-10

from the award winning author of a rose for the crown daughter of york and the king s grace comes another masterful historical
novel the story of cecily of york mother of two kings and the heroine of one of history s greatest love stories anne easter smith s
novels are beloved by readers for their ability to grab you sweep you along with the story and make you fall in love with the
characters in cecily neville duchess of york and ancestor of every english monarch to the present day she has found her most
engrossing character yet history remembers cecily of york standing on the steps of the market cross at ludlow facing an attacking
army while holding the hands of her two young sons queen by right reveals how she came to step into her destiny beginning
with her marriage to richard duke of york whom she meets when she is nine and he is thirteen raised together in her father s
household they become a true love match and together face personal tragedies pivotal events of history and deadly political
intrigue all of england knows that richard has a clear claim to the throne and when king henry vi becomes unfit to rule cecily
must put aside her hopes and fears and help her husband decide what is right for their family and their country queen by right
marks anne easter smith s greatest achievement a book that every fan of sweeping exquisitely detailed historical fiction will
devour

Daughter of York 2011-08-23

history tells us that the intelligent wealthy and powerful margaret of york had everything any woman could want except for love
the acclaimed author of a rose for the crown takes us between the lines of history and into her heart it is 1461 edward son of
richard of york ascends to the throne and his willful sister margaret immediately becomes a pawn in european politics as edward



negotiates her marriage the young margaret falls deeply in love with anthony woodville the married brother of edward s queen
elizabeth but edward has arranged for his sister to wed charles son of the duke of burgundy and soon margaret is setting sail for her
new life her official escort anthony woodville margaret of york eventually commanded the respect and admiration of much of
europe but it appears to history that she had no emotional intimate anne easter smith s rare gift for storytelling and her extensive
research reveal the love that burned at the center of margaret s life adding a new dimension to the story of one of the fifteenth
century s most powerful women

The King's Grace 2009-03-10

the bestselling author of a rose for the crown and daughter of york takes a young woman that history noticed only once and sets
her on a quest for the truth about the murder of two boys and a man who claims to be king all that history knows of grace
plantagenet is that she was an illegitimate daughter of edward iv and one of two attendants aboard the funeral barge of his
widowed queen thus she was half sister of the famous young princes who when this story begins in 1485 had been housed in the
tower by their uncle richard iii and are presumed dead but in the 1490s a young man appears at the courts of europe claiming to be
richard duke of york the younger of the boys and seeking to claim his rightful throne from england s first tudor king henry vii but
is this man who he says he is or is he perkin warbeck a puppet of margaret of york duchess of burgundy who is determined to
regain the crown for her york family grace plantagenet finds herself in the midst of one of english history s greatest mysteries if
she can discover the fate of the princes and the true identity of perkin warbeck perhaps she will find her own place in her family

Queen By Right 2011-05-10

from the award winning author of a rose for the crown daughter of york and the king s grace comes another masterful historical
novel the story of cecily of york mother of two kings and the heroine of one of history s greatest love stories anne easter smith s
novels are beloved by readers for their ability to grab you sweep you along with the story and make you fall in love with the
characters in cecily neville duchess of york and ancestor of every english monarch to the present day she has found her most
engrossing character yet history remembers cecily of york standing on the steps of the market cross at ludlow facing an attacking
army while holding the hands of her two young sons queen by right reveals how she came to step into her destiny beginning
with her marriage to richard duke of york whom she meets when she is nine and he is thirteen raised together in her father s
household they become a true love match and together face personal tragedies pivotal events of history and deadly political
intrigue all of england knows that richard has a clear claim to the throne and when king henry vi becomes unfit to rule cecily
must put aside her hopes and fears and help her husband decide what is right for their family and their country queen by right
marks anne easter smith s greatest achievement a book that every fan of sweeping exquisitely detailed historical fiction will
devour
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their task was to locate a lost grave in an obliterated church the looking for richard team of historians and researchers spent many
years amassing evidence now for the first time they reveal the full story of how that evidence took them to a car park in leicester

Die Rose von England 2008
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Finding Richard III: 2018-09-07

two murders reaped is the fourth in a series of four books about cecylee neville 1415 1495 mother of richard iii and edward iv
queen by right and abbess to those of you who enjoyed anne easter smith s historical novel about cecily two murders reaped
uncovers the last thirty five years of cecylee s life after the murder of her husband the house of york regroups under her bastard
son edward who wins two decisive battles and becomes king edward iv cecylee is in her element as the young king s mother her
views and opinions carry weight but cecylee s contentment does not last long edward makes a disastrous marriage to elisabeth
woodville the poor widow of a lancastrian knight thus displacing cecylee titling herself queen by right she refuses to move out of
the queen s apartments worse follows cecylee loathes her coldly beautiful daughter in law and nicknames her the serpent one day
she spills a secret that should have remained locked in her heart and the whole world turns against her
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this revised edition provides a way of understanding the vast universe of genre fiction in an easy to use format expert readers
advisor joyce saricks offers groundbreaking reconsideration of the connections among genres

Two Murders Reaped 2011-10-23

experienced librarian and coach ruth metz outlines a focused and results oriented plan for achieving the best results from staff
members through a coaching style of management

��������� 1996-09-10

whether set in ancient egypt feudal japan the victorian age or civil war era america historical fiction places readers squarely at the
center of fascinating times and places making it one of the most popular genres in contemporary publishing the definitive resource
for librarians and other book professionals this guideprovides an overview of historical fiction s roots highlighting foundational
classics and explores the genre in terms of its scope and stylecovers the latest and most popular authors and titlesdiscusses appeal
characteristics and shows how librarians can use a reader s favorite qualities to make suggestionsincludes lists of recommendations
with a compendium of print and web based resourcesoffers marketing tips for getting the word out to readersemphasizing an
appreciation of historical fiction in its many forms and focusing on what fans enjoy this guide provides a fresh take on a durable
genre

The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction 2009

lady emily must stop a serial killer whose sights are set on the new king lying on her deathbed queen victoria asks to speak
privately with trusted royal agent colin hargreaves slipping him a letter with her last command une sanz pluis sapere aude one
and no more dare to know the year is 1901 and the death of britain s longest reigning monarch has sent all the empire into
mourning but for lady emily and her dashing husband colin the grieving is cut short as another royal death takes centre stage a
body has been found in the tower of london posed to look like the murdered medieval king henry vi and soon after a second corpse
is discovered in london s exclusive berkeley square the mutilated remains staged to evoke the violent demise of edward ii it



becomes evident that the individual behind the crimes plans to kill again and again the quest to find the murderer takes emily
deep into the capital s underbelly but clues leading to the killer are elusive and even more puzzling are the anonymous letters
colin has been receiving since victoria s death could the killer be targeting her successor edward vii praise for tasha alexander tasha
alexander has created victorian london s most colourful sleuth jacqueline winspear tasha alexander is one to watch and read she
knows how to construct a compelling plot there s depth and sensitivity which sets her apart huffington post

The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction, Second Edition 2009-01-01
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The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Historical Fiction 2014-09

as renaissance florence descends into mayhem leonardo da vinci is recruited into a daring conspiracy in this page turner unlike any
historical novel c w gortner author of the confessions of catherine de medici florence 1478 seeking to take power by force the pazzi
family draws blades in church and slay the beloved ruler giuliano de medici but giuliano s brother and co ruler lorenzo survives
the attack and his campaign to exact revenge on everyone involved plunges the entire city into murderous chaos amidst the
bloodshed a secret group of female artists enlist leonardo da vinci in a dangerous plot that could bring peace or get them all killed
under his tutelage they will flourish as artists and with his access they will infiltrate some of the most elite places in florence
unraveling one conspiracy as they build another in its place but when one of the women goes missing they must risk everything
to find her a 15th century florence of exquisite art sensual passion and sudden remorseless violence comes vividly to life in donna
russo morin s new novel nancy bilyeau author of the crown

Uneasy Lies the Crown 2018-11-01

eleanor of aquitaine rules as a modern heroine in the twelfth century in this beloved classic of royal fiction from renowned author
norah lofts at a time when a woman s value was measured solely by her wealth and the number of sons she bore eleanor was the
high spirited stubborn and intelligent heiress to the vast duchy of aquitaine her leadership inspired the loyalty of her people but
she was continually doubted and silenced by the men who ruled beside her the less wise but far more powerful men of the church
and court who were unwilling to lose power to a woman regardless of her rank or ability through marriages to two kings two
crusades and the births of ten children including the future king richard the lionhearted eleanor solidified her place in history in
eleanor the queen norah lofts brings to life a brave and complex woman who was centuries ahead of her time

ＮＯＩＳＥ　�　������������？ 2021-12-02

six year old gretl schmidt is on a train bound for auschwitz jakób kowalski is planting a bomb on the tracks as world war ii draws to
a close jakób fights with the polish resistance against the crushing forces of germany and russia they intend to destroy a german
troop transport but gretl s unscheduled train reaches the bomb first gretl is the only survivor though spared from the concentration
camp the orphaned german jew finds herself lost in a country hostile to her people when jakób discovers her guilt and fatherly
compassion prompt him to take her in for three years the young man and little girl form a bond over the secrets they must hide
from his catholic family but she can t stay with him forever jakób sends gretl to south africa where german war orphans are
promised bright futures with adoptive protestant families so long as gretl s jewish roots catholic education and connections to
communist poland are never discovered separated by continents politics religion language and years jakób and gretl will likely
never see each other again but the events they have both survived and their belief that the human spirit can triumph over the
ravages of war have formed a bond of love that no circumstances can overcome praise for the girl from the train a riveting read
with an endearing courageous protagonist takes us from war torn poland to the veldt of south africa in a story rich in love loss and
the survival of the human spirit anne easter smith author of a rose for the crown full length world war ii historical novel
international bestseller includes a glossary

Portrait of a Conspiracy 2016-05-10

the perfect illustrated introduction to the life death and recent rediscovery of richard iii



Eleanor the Queen 2010-04-20

now more than ever in a market glutted with aspiring writers and a shrinking number of publishing houses writers need
someone familiar with the publishing scene to shepherd their manuscript to the right person completely updated annually guide to
literary agents provides names and specialties for more than 800 individual agents around the united states and the world the 2009
edition includes more than 85 pages of original articles on everything you need to know including how to submit to agents how to
avoid scams and what an agent can do for their clients

The Girl From the Train 2015-11-03

from the award winning author of the king s daughter comes a story of love and defiance during the war of the roses it is 1497 the
news of the survival of richard plantagenet duke of york has set royal houses ablaze with intrigue and rocked the fledgling tudor
dynasty with the support of scotland s king james iv richard known to most of england as perkin warbeck has come to reclaim his
rightful crown from henry tudor stepping finally onto english soil lady catherine gordon has no doubt that her husband will
succeed in his quest but rather than assuming the throne catherine would soon be prisoner of king henry vii and her beloved
husband would be stamped as an imposter with richard facing execution for treason catherine alone in the glittering but deadly
tudor court must find the courage to spurn a cruel monarch shape her own destiny and win the admiration of a nation

Richard III 2014-01-15

does this crown make me look old said the queen never her longevity health and physical stamina are legendary now the longest
reigning monarch in british history elizabeth ii has spent over half a century on the throne rarely taking a sick day and in her
tenth decade remains amazingly comfortable in her own skin how does one do it ma am for the first time step behind palace doors
to unlock the little known strategies behind the queen s remarkable self preservation investigating the 23 rules of her iconic
resilence you ll learn how to channel your inner royal at work at play or at the table in this fascinating plunge into the house of
windsor s famous fountain of youth extensively researched and delightfully revelatory it s the story of how one strong queen can
make stronger happier healthier subjects of us all long live you

2009 Guide To Literary Agents 2008-07-01

woman is born free and everywhere she is in corsets lili du châtelet yearns to know more about her mother the brilliant french
mathematician emilie but the shrouded details of emilie s unconventional life and her sudden death are elusive caught between
the confines of a convent upbringing and the intrigues of the versailles court lili blossoms under the care of a parisian salonnière as
she absorbs the excitement of the enlightenment even as the scandalous shadow of her mother s past haunts her and puts her on
her own path of self discovery laurel corona s breathtaking new novel set on the eve of the french revolution vividly illuminates
the tensions of the times and the dangerous dance between the need to conform and the desire to chart one s own destiny and
journey of the heart

Pale Rose of England 2011-02-01

tempered by fire and separated by centuries two extraordinary female detectives track a pair of murderous geniuses who will
burn the world for their art in this mystery perfect for fans of sarah penner and dan brown nigella parker detective inspector with
the city police has a deeply rooted fear of fire and a talent for solving deadly arson cases when a charred figure is found curled
beside sir christopher wren s monument to the great fire of london nigella is dragged into a case pitting her against a murderous
artist creating sculptures using burnt flesh nigella partners with colm o leary of scotland yard to track the arsonist across greater
london the pair are more than colleagues they were lovers until o leary made the mistake of uttering three little words their past
isn t the only buried history as they race to connect the dots between an antique nail pulled from a dead man s hands and a long
forgotten architect dwarfed by the life s work of sir christopher wren wren one of london s most famous architects is everywhere
the pair turn digging into his legacy leads the dcis into the coldest of cold cases a search for a bookseller gone missing during the
great fire of london more than 350 years earlier while looking for their friend a second pair of detectives a lady in waiting to the
queen and a royal fireworks maker discovered foul play in the supposedly accidental destruction of st paul s cathedral but did that
same devilry lead to murder and can these centuries old crimes help catch a modern day murderer as nigella and o leary rush to
decode clues past and present london s killer artist sets his sights on a member of the investigative team as the subject of his next



fiery masterpiece

English Princesses 2020-11-10

in the shadow of king arthur s britain love may be the kingdom s downfall or salvation former high queen isolde and trystan a
mercenary with a lonely and troubled past have undertaken a dangerous mission and endured a perilous journey to keep the
traitorous lord marche from the throne of britain but now a new traitor lurks amongst the kings on britain s high council and a
new danger calls trystan from isolde s side and tests the strength of their secret marriage vow only isolde knows that she is
carrying trystan s unborn child marche and his saxon ally octa of kent are massing their forces and britain s armies must prepare for
final battle in which they will either turn back the tide of the invaders or see their kingdom utterly destroyed but when high
king madoc s young son is abducted by octa s forces isolde must undertake yet another dangerous and daring mission one that will
bring her ever nearer to a secret that trystan has kept for seven long years as the clouds of war gather isolde and trystan must once
again fight to protect britain s throne together they hold the key that can defeat octa of kent and lord marche and yet the cost of
britain s sovereignty may be their forbidden love

Long Live the Queen 2011-04-12

during her short time as a ward in queen marguerite s lancastrian court fifteen year old isobel has had many suitors ask for her
hand but the spirited beauty is blind to all but yorkist sir john neville it is nothing short of a miracle when the queen allows isobel s
marriage to the enemy albeit at a hefty price all around isobel and john rages a lawless war it is only their passion that can see them
through the bloody siege of london by the duke of york the violent madness of queen marguerite and the devolution of isobel s
meek uncle into the butcher of england for theirs is an everlasting love that fears not the scratch of thorns from either the red rose
or the white

Finding Emilie 2022-05-10

a delightful novel full of chivalry romance and real life terrors historical novels review forced to marry hugh le despenser the son
and grandson of disgraced traitors bess de montacute just 13 years old is appalled at his less than desirable past meanwhile hugh
must give up the woman he really loves in order to marry the reluctant bess far apart in age and haunted by the past can hugh
and bess somehow make their marriage work just as walls break down and love begins to grow the merciless plague endangers all
whom the couple holds dear threatening the life and love they have built award winning author susan higginbotham s impeccable
research will delight avid historical fiction readers and her enchanting characters will surely capture every reader s heart fans of
her first novel the traitor s wife will be thrilled to find that this story follows the next generation of the despenser family

And By Fire 2011-09-13

a timeless coming of age tale of heartbreak and triumph set in south africa at the dawn of apartheid persomi is young white and
poor born the middle child of illiterate sharecroppers on the prosperous fourie farm in the south african bushveld persomi s world is
extraordinarily small she has never been to the local village and spends her days absorbed in the rhythms of the natural world
around her escaping the brutality and squalor of her family home through the newspapers and books passed down to her from the
main house and through her walks in the nearby mountains persomi s close relationship with her older brother gerbrand and her
fragile friendship with boelie fourie heir to the fourie farm and fortune are her lifeline and her only connection to the outside
world when gerbrand leaves the farm to fight on the side of the anglos in wwii and boelie joins an underground network of boer
nationalists persomi s isolated world is blown wide open but as her very small world falls apart bigger dreams open to her dreams
of an education a profession a native country that values justice and equality and of love as persomi navigates the changing
landscape around her the tragedies of war and the devastating racial strife of her homeland she finally discovers who she truly is
where she belongs and why her life and every life matters the english language publication of child of the river solidifies irma
joubert as a unique and powerful voice in historical fiction filled with lessons of grace and love child of the river is a story that
reminds us all to hold steady through life s most fragile hours julie cantrell new york times and usa today bestselling author of
perennials



Sunrise of Avalon 2008-01-02

from the bestselling author of the girl from the train comes another compelling coming of age story of delayed love loss and
reconciliation in wwii era south africa lettie has always felt different from and overshadowed by the women around her this friend
is richer that friend is more beautiful those friends are closer still she doesn t let this hold her back she works hard to apply her
mind trying to compensate for her perceived lack of beauty with diligent academic work and a successful career as a doctor she
learns to treasure her friendships but she still wonders if any man will ever return her interest marco s experience in the second
world war have robbed him of love and health when winters in his native italy prove dangerous to his health even after the war
has ended he moves to south africa to be with his brother husband to one of lettie s best friends marco is lettie s first patient and
their relationship grows as she aids him on the road back to restored health in the company of beloved characters from the child of
the river marco and lettie find a happiness that neither of them thought possible with that joy comes pain and loss but lettie learns
that life while perhaps a crooked path is always a journey worth taking

Lady of the Roses 2009-08-01

as the 100 years war ground to its dismal end england groaned under the misrule of henry vi and his lancastrian favorites the
house of york rose in rebellion and parliament restored york in the line of inheritance to the throne edward earl of march
triumphed at the battle of mortimer s cross parliament asked him to be king and the people proclaimed him edward iv his life and
legacy are chronicled in edward iv england s forgotten warrior king for ten years edward struggled against repeated lancastrian
rebellions he was driven from his kingdom by richard earl of warwick but then he won decisive victories at the battles of barnet
and tewkesbury in 1471 for another twelve years he reigned wisely with peace and prosperity as a beloved king but then he died
at age forty one and his twelve year old son was proclaimed edward v richard duke of gloucester seized the throne and put young
edward and his brother in the tower of london from where they never emerged alive richard iii was a good king and wanted to
be respected but the people believed he had murdered the princes in the tower and would not forgive him queen elizabeth and
margaret beaufort plotted with henry tudor who invaded england in 1485 henry tudor then defeated and killed richard iii at the
battle of bosworth field henry tudor henry vii was crowned king and married edward iv s daughter elizabeth the resultant tudor
dynasty would rule england for another 118 years

Hugh and Bess 2016-10-18
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Child of the River 2017-11-07

The Crooked Path 2015-01-21

Edward IV, England's Forgotten Warrior King 2014-01-28
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